
 

2013/14 NRAS Incentive Payment  

Frequently Asked Questions 
 

 

 

After 5 years without a hitch is the current Government doing this to avoid paying out the 

incentive 

 

This would be for Government to answer however it is our belief that this process is administrative in 

nature and is aimed at improving the integrity and administration of the Scheme. It is the 

Department’s stated intention to pay every claim that is eligible and that it will work with Approved 

Participants to ensure this. 

 

Has Affordable Housing Consulting (AHC) been singled out? 

 

No, all incentives, some 22,000 being managed by approximately 105 Approved Participants are being 

reviewed. We do not know where AHC is in the queue, however as one of the larger approved 

participants naturally we have more compliance to work through which will take longer. It is our 

understanding that we are tracking at a similar pace to Approved Participants of a similar size and 

nature.  

 

When will I receive the refundable tax offset certificate so that I can finalise my tax return? 

 

We are unable to provide a clear timeframe as to when you will receive the refundable tax offset 

certificate. If you still have not submitted your tax return for the 2013/14 financial year as you have 

been waiting for the NRAS refundable tax offset certificate, we recommend that you take a look at the 

tax advice provided to NPL from Ernst and Young, which can be found via the below link. This 

information is general in nature and we recommend that obtain you own advice based on your 

individual circumstances before making and decisions.   

 

http://www.affordablehousingconsulting.com.au/uploads/2/4/3/3/24335326/nras_advice_-

_10_oct_2014.pdf 

 

When will I receive the State Government portion of the incentive payment? 

 

The Department of Social Service is the governing body that administers the NRAS scheme. The State 

Government has advised that it will pay the state component of claim as soon as it reasonably can 

once the claim is approved by the Department.  

 

Will I be compensated for the delays in receiving the NRAS incentive payment? 

 

The Department have advised us that there is no funding or legislative clauses in place that can legally 

allow them to compensate participants or individual investors for incentive payments being delayed.  

 

Why have the payments been delayed for so long? 

 

We are unsure of the exact reason behind the delays however below is a list of recent changes/issues 

which we believe may be impacting the delays.  

 

 

 

http://www.affordablehousingconsulting.com.au/uploads/2/4/3/3/24335326/nras_advice_-_10_oct_2014.pdf
http://www.affordablehousingconsulting.com.au/uploads/2/4/3/3/24335326/nras_advice_-_10_oct_2014.pdf


 

 

 

 The Department introduced a new compliance system in March 2013 only 6 weeks prior to 

the end of the NRAS year. 

 The Department identified a lot of issues in how the Scheme is being administered vs the 

legislation, there would be many reasons for this and it may be better for Government to 

address this.   

 In order to make payment the Department required changes to the NRAS legislation so that it 

would more closely align with existing practices and to provide a more practical application 

for stakeholders.  

 Based on the changes to the Legislation and known common problems identified by the 

department, Approved Participants were requested to individually review each and every 

dwelling to ensure they were complaint. This process took about 6 weeks to review and 

provide additional source documentation where required.  

 Due to the high number of issues the Department is encountering nationally, individually 

scrutinising each claim is taking the Department longer than anticipated. AHC have been 

advised that additional staff has been brought in to expedite this process. 

Who can I contact to escalate this matter? 

 

Whilst this is a Government Program, your NRAS Agreement is with Affordable Housing Consulting 

and the Department has made it clear that it does not see it as its role to update individual investors 

as to the status of their individual claim and in many cases the Department would not be unable to do 

so.  

 

The Department does provide general updates on its website (click here). You could also provide 

feedback to the Department via the below link.  

 

https://www.dss.gov.au/contact/feedback-compliments-complaints-and-enquiries 

 

What is Affordable Housing Consulting doing to escalate the matter? 

 

Our first priority is to maintain a positive relationship with the Department and to work through any 

compliance issues as soon as they arise. This process review may go back and forth several times 

before we reach resolution. 

 

AHC has raised the issue with the State Government who has stated that they support the Scheme 

and would like to see payment made as quickly as possible or partial payments for dwellings already 

identified as compliant. 

 

AHC is a Board Member of NRAS Providers Limited (NPL) which is a peak body of Approved 

Participants. NPL works with its Members and Government to see this matter is resolved as quickly as 

possible. All of AHC’s lobbying will be through NPL. NPL is actively working through the payment 

issue as its highest priority and it has had multiple communications and consultations with the 

Department to achieve this end. 

 

AHC works closely with other Approved Participants to ensure that we (and you) are being treated 

consistently and fairly.  

 

 

https://www.dss.gov.au/our-responsibilities/housing-support/programmes-services/nras-resources-documents-and-information
https://www.dss.gov.au/contact/feedback-compliments-complaints-and-enquiries


 

 

 

 

 

 

Given that the review is taking longer than expected, AHC will provide more regular communication to 

keep all investors abreast of the situation.  

 

Should I be worried that my incentive will not be paid? 

 

The Department has stated that it aims to pay every claim it can. Naturally AHC is doing everything we 

possibly can to see that the claim is paid in full and as soon as possible. 

 

AHC has invested heavily in training of its staff, training of property managers and its own bespoke 

compliance system, NRAS Centre, to assist managing its compliance obligations.   

 

Thus far, issues arising are administrative in nature and readily addressed and the Department has 

been willing work through issues as they arise. 

 

Will there be similar delays in future year? 

 

From what we have been advised these delays are a once off and will only impact the payment for 

2013/14 NRAS year. Payments for future years should be processed as usual and should be received 

between August and October each year.  

 

If this changes or we receive further information regarding this we will let you know.  

 

Can you advise me if my property has been assessed and if it is compliant or not? 

 

At this stage we are not looking at who the individual owners are of the dwellings that have been 

listed as non-compliant. The reason for this is that most of the dwellings that have been identified as 

non-compliant by the government are easily rectified by providing additional information and 

documentation.  

 

If for some reason your dwelling is listed as non-complaint and there is a risk of you not receiving 

your incentive payment, we will let you know. 

 


